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the Study guide
thematic overview
inspired by the northern plains story of Jumping Mouse, this action-packed play focuses on young people’s 
capacity to address current pressing environmental issues.  the main character, nuna, has inherited the ability 
to hear the “voices” of nature.  in response to the cries of the Great mountain, nuna must summon the power to 
heal the grieving environment in order to change her world.

as part of our 2011/12 season’s focus on the power of young people, The Great Mountain invites young 
audiences to recognize their own capacity to make a difference to the future of our planet.  too often, youth 
feel unable to address contemporary environmental concerns, because the process of inciting change can be 
so overwhelmingly daunting.  truly, it takes a great amount of confidence and drive to break patterns that are 
deeply entrenched in society.

this guide aims to promote both a reflective and a practical response to the central issues and questions in 
the play.  the suggested units of study encourage young people to recognize and consider their own potential 
as agents of change.  the pre-show unit focuses on breaking established patterns, particularly by examining 
the influence of dominant leaders and groups.  the post-show unit asks students to think about the process of 
change in their own community and culminates in a group action plan, with the purpose of ensuring the positive 
future of a local site.  it is hoped that, by working through these activities and by attending The Great Mountain, 
students may better appreciate their own potential to positively affect the world.

StRandS and cuRRiculum connectionS 
CurriCuLum ConneCtionS: Social Studies, environmental education

CharaCter eduCation ConneCtionS: perseverance, responsibility, Co-operation

themeS: respect for nature, Courage, physical Storytelling

Created and Produced by Red Sky Performance
renowned for its artistry and innovation, red Sky performance is Canada’s leading company of world indigenous 
performance in dance, theatre and music. this award-winning toronto-based company was founded by artistic 
director Sandra Laronde in 2000. red Sky creates, produces and tours original work for adult and family audiences 
on local, national and international stages. Since its inception, red Sky has captured and ignited the imagination of 
close to 360,000 people from 8 countries on 4 continents. our work highlights the originality, promise and poten-
tial of what is possible within indigenous contemporary performance in Canada and around the world.

the comPany

the cast creative team
playwright 

director/dramaturg
Creative direction 

Co-Choreographers
Lighting designer 

Sound designer
Set & prop designer 

Costume designer 
mask designer & builder 

Meegwun Fairbrother
Grandfather/business man/Conductor/Fisherman/ 

boy/mika Jr. 

Nicole Joy-Fraser
young mika/Grandma mika/business woman/ 

Great mountain 

Allyson Pratt
nuna/Grandmother nuna

Tracey Power 
Alan Dilworth 
Sandra Laronde
Carlos Rivera & Sandra Laronde
Steve Lucas 
Marc Meriläinen
Jung-Hye Kim 
Jeff Chief 
Silvie Varone  

Inspired by the traditional Northern Plains story of Jumping Mouse

SynoPSiS
young nuna has started to hear unusual sounds. realizing that this young girl has inherited the ability to hear the spirits 
of rushing rivers and soaring mountains, nuna’s grandmother helps her to set off on a journey toward the place where 
a great mountain weeps. does nuna have the power to answer the mountain’s cry? in this retelling of the northern 
plains traditional story of Jumping Mouse, a young girl discovers the transformative power of nature and the  
importance of courage.
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The Great Mountain is an adventure 
story inspired by the traditional 
story of Jumping Mouse. originating 
from the northern plains people, it 
is a profound story of courage, sac-
rifice, and vision. we can all relate to 
Jumping Mouse as we are all fearful 
of change and the unknown. in our 
own lives, we all have a metaphori-
cal mountain to climb. 

recently, i was admiring the beauti-
ful spine of rundle mountain as i 
strolled along the bend of the bow 
river in banff, situated in the heart 
of blackfoot territory. the story of 
Jumping Mouse kept springing up 

into my creative brain as i wondered 
about red Sky’s next production for 
children and their families.  

as i admired the mountains and the 
gushing waters of the bow river, it 
became clear to me that this story 
was timely, relevant, and an impor-
tant one to tell. So, i approached 
playwright tracey power with the 
idea of Jumping Mouse as the point 
of inspiration for a new stage play. 

this action-packed play focuses on 
young people’s capacity to address 
pressing environmental issues and 
recognize their own ability to make 

a difference to the future of the 
planet. truly, it takes a great amount 
of confidence and courage to move 
a mountain, and to break the pat-
terns entrenched in our society. 

i hope that you will enjoy this 
adventure story about the trans-
formative power of nature, and the 
courage it takes to the see the world 
with new eyes. 

truly, imagination is the muscle that 
we all need to flex in order to realize 
a more compassionate world.

Sandra Laronde

a person or thing that exerts power or produces an effect 
the act or condition of sticking together 
interacting forces within a group of individuals 
rationalized conformity; exhibited by group members to minimize conflict and reach 
consensus without critically testing, analyzing or evaluating ideas 
receive or acquire from someone else 
Fall back into a previous state 
an action or process that can be maintained or kept going

Agent 
Cohesion 

Group Dynamic 
Groupthink

 
Inherit 
Lapse 

Sustainable

note fRom Red Sky’S foundeR/aRtiStic diRectoR, SandRa laRonde

gloSSaRy

inteRvieW With the PlayWRight, tRacey PoWeR
What inspired you about the  
original story of Jumping Mouse? 

what inspired me most about the 
story of Jumping Mouse was the 
character’s courage and strength 
to face his fears and venture into 
the unknown. Jumping Mouse 
has never left his patch of woods 
where he lives, but the sounds of 
the rest of the world are calling 
him and he must follow his heart. 
we are always being asked to do 
things, large and small that we may 
be afraid of; but we are all born 
with the courage and strength to 
accomplish great things for 
ourselves, for each other and for 
the world we live in. we must 
always remember that. this is what 
makes courage such an 
important and universal feeling 
and why it inspired the story of The 
Great Mountain.  

Why is learning courage such 
an important element of Nuna’s 
journey?  

Courage is so important in nuna’s 
journey because she is being asked 
to follow a cry for help that she 
doesn’t understand. no one else 
can hear it and she doesn’t know 
where it comes from. She knows 
someone needs her help and she is 
willing to face her fears and make 
sacrifices to do so. She makes a 
decision to do things and to go 
places she has never been or seen 
before, and this takes enormous 
courage.  

What is your favourite part of 
The Great Mountain and why? 

my favourite part of The Great 
Mountain is when nuna meets boy 
and he decides to help her with her 
quest. The Great Mountain is about 
taking care of each other and 
where we live. i think that children 
now are learning so much
 more about caring for our planet 
then i ever did in school and a 
million times more than my parents 
did; there just wasn’t the 
awareness that there is now. as the 
new generation grows up and 
continues caring for the 
environment, i think there will be 
great changes to how we live which 
will result in a healthier planet. i 
like this scene in the play so much 
because this is the beginning of 
nuna and boy’s jour
ney to create change.

recycle Competition: 
Many classrooms already have recycling barrels next to the trash can, but you can start a competition with your hall to see which class 
can save the most newspapers, soda cans, water bottles or any other recyclable item.
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curriculum expectations
unitS of Study

By participating in these activities, students will:
•	 demonstrate the social skills required to work effectively in groups and develop positive relationships with 

their peers
•	 demonstrate teamwork skills that achieve positive results
•	 apply living skills (i.e.: decision-making, assertiveness, refusal skills, etc.) in making informed choices
•	 analyze the effects of group mentality
•	 understand how their choices and behaviours affect themselves and others, as well as how factors in the 

world around them influence their own and others’ health and well-being

•	 what habits/patterns have you “inherited” from your family or friends?
•	 what patterns do you want to break in your own life?  
•	 what patterns of others would you want to change?
•	 why is it difficult to break entrenched patterns and habits?
•	 why are people resistant to change?

PRe-ShoW QueStionS

activity #1: mystery leaDer
Materials:
•	 no resources necessary. Students will need space 

to sit in a circle.

Objective:
through this activity, students will better appreciate 
group dynamic and cohesion and will recognize the 
factors that make pattern change both challenging 
and achievable.

Directions:
•	 have students sit in a circle.
•	 appoint one student to be the “detective”.
•	 have this student leave the room or face away 

from the group.
•	 Silently select a student to be the “leader”.
•	 the leader will start a simple action (i.e. clapping) 

that the rest of the group will copy. at their own 
pace, the leader will then switch to a new action. 
each time the leader switches to a new action, the 
group switches too.

•	 have the leader begin and then invite the      

detective back to observe the group.
•	 the group’s goal is to switch actions without 

revealing the identity of the leader to the detective. 
•	 the detective can take up to three guesses as to 

the leader’s identity before it is revealed.

Teacher Prompt:
you may encourage students to watch the person 
across from the leader, as it will help them to vary 
their gaze.

Debriefing Questions:
•	 what helped the group to stay in sync and to 

change patterns together?
•	 what prohibited the pattern-switching from being 

fluid and seamless?
(The following questions can be applied both within 
and beyond the context of this activity.)
•	 why are some leaders particularly effective at 

prompting pattern-change?
•	 as a leader, why might you doubt your own ability 

to affect change?

PRe-ShoW activitieS

Materials:
•	 no resources necessary. Students will need space in which to move.

Objective:
through this activity, students will consider what causes people to sacrifice individual behaviours in order to 
join a dominant pattern.  they will also explore what makes certain group behaviours 
attractive and alluring.

Directions:
•	 divide the class into three groups.  
•	 have each of these groups establish a simple physical or verbal pattern that all members can replicate in 

unison and that can easily be repeated (i.e. a chant, a clapping pattern, etc.).  

activity #2: groupthinK in action

Start a garden: 
Use the compost to fertilize a class garden.  
You can grow vegetables or flowers, and let the 
students sample what you grow.

Compost heap: 
If your school isn’t willing to start composting, 
you can create a mini compost bin outside your 
classroom to get rid of some of your garbage, 
though it’s probably a smart idea to make sure it’s 
cleared with the administration and fire codes.

recycle technology: 
If you’re lucky enough to be getting new comput-
ers this fall, invite your kids to join the Goodwill 
and Dell Reconnect program, which recycles 
computers and other electronics.
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culminating activity:  change the chant
Materials:
•	 no resources necessary. Students should be seated 

in a circle, either on the floor or in chairs.

Objective:
through this activity, students will have the 
opportunity to consider both what makes people 
resistant to pattern change and what may make it 
possible to disrupt established behaviours and habits.

Directions:
•	 have students learn the following line from the play:  

I got business to do. I got business to do. I got biz, 
biz, biz, biz, business to do.

•	 have students practice chanting this line as a 
whole group.

•	 then, select two students and have them learn this 
line from the play: Yes. The time? What’s the time? 
Yes. The time? What’s the time? The time, the time 
is what I need to know.

•	 this time, after the rest of the group begins the 
“business to do” line, the two appointed students 
will, at a time of their choosing, begin their 

•	 separate chant.

Debriefing Questions:
•	 how did the cohesion of the group change when 

the two students begin their separate chant?
•	 what helped the group to remain focused?
•	 how might the group dynamic be different if only 

one student had intervened with a separate chant?

Teacher prompt: 
you may also wish to divide the class more randomly 
or so that the two groups are facing each other, rather 
than sitting side by side. this way, students can 
compare the effects of physical space/surroundings 
on cohesion and group dynamic.

Debriefing Questions:
•	 how was the group focus affected differently than 

in the previous scenario (with only two students 
doing a separate chant)?

•	 if you changed the physical configuration of the 
groups, was the group dynamic different when the 
two groups were facing one another rather than 
interspersed? if students remained sitting in a 
circle, imagine how the group dynamic might have 
changed if the two groups had faced one another.

•	 how might these differences be representative of 
group dynamic and pattern change in the “real 
world”?

PoSt-ShoW QueStionS
•	 what challenges does nuna face on her quest?
•	 what motivates nuna to continue her journey despite the obstacles she faces? 
•	 how might nuna ensure that the efforts she makes have long-term success?
•	 what stops people from creating change in their own environments?
•	 what excites people about creating change?

activity #1: to change or not to change?
Materials:
•	 Chart paper
•	 markers

Objective:
through this activity, students will explore the 
inevitability of change and discuss barriers preventing positive change in local settings.

PoSt-ShoW activitieS

•	 one at a time, have each group demonstrate their chosen pattern.
•	 then, have all three groups demonstrate their pattern at once.  
•	 Students are encouraged to switch patterns if they feel that another group’s pattern is more interesting or 

appealing or if they want to join the emerging majority of students.  
•	 the goal is for one group’s pattern to eventually dominate the space.

Debriefing Questions:
•	 what made one group’s pattern so appealing?
•	 how did it feel to change patterns?
•	 how did it feel to be a part of the dominant group?
•	 if you tried to stick to your original pattern, how did it feel when you became part of a small minority?
•	 what makes particular leaders or groups effective at changing people’s patterns of behaviour?

plan an end-of-the-day room check: 
During the last few minutes of the day, 
have your children make sure all the 
water faucets are completely turned 
off, blinds are closed, lights are off and 
windows are closed. You can give dif-
ferent groups a checklist for each part 
of the room.
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Directions:
•	 divide the class into groups of approximately 5 

students each.
•	 Give each group two pieces of chart paper. 
•	 invite each group to choose a place frequently used 

by members of the school or local community (i.e. a 
local park, the school, a library, etc.).

•	 have students take the first piece of chart paper 
and brainstorm some qualities of the site as it 
currently exists.

•	 have students take the second piece of chart paper 
and divide it into three columns using a marker.

•	 have students imagine their chosen site in 10 
years time. in the first column, have each group list 
positive improvements that they could envision for 
the given setting.  

•	 in the second column, have each group list negative 
changes that they would like to prevent from 
happening. 

•	 in the third column, have each group list what they 
imagine for the 10-year future of their site if these 
negative changes were to occur without any of their 
proposed interventions.

•	 have each group present their ideas to the class.

Debriefing Questions:
•	 is change inevitable?
•	 does doing nothing mean that things will stay the 

same?
•	 what obstacles might make the proposed positive 

changes difficult to achieve?
•	 what might help enact the envisioned changes?

activity #2: taBleaux - sculpting change
Materials:
•	 Space for students to form tableaux
•	 tableau Checklist (appendix a)

Objective:
through this activity, students will have the 
opportunity to practice “sculpting the future” of local 
sites, thus transforming negative possibilities into 
hopeful futures. they will begin to recognize their 
potential as agents of change.

Directions:
•	 have students work in the groups established in 

the previous activity.
•	 invite each group to form a tableau depicting the 

chosen site as it presently exists.
•	 then, have each group form a tableau illustrating 

the chosen site in 10 years time (if the negative 
changes were to occur).

•	 have each group present their 2 tableaux to the 
rest of the class.

•	 as the tableaux are presented, audience members 
can volunteer to intervene and re-sculpt the 
second image, so that the negative vision 
transforms into a positive one.

•	 Extension: if some groups are particularly 
quick to decide on their tableaux, they could be 
encouraged to include a third one to depict an 
intermittent image of the site in 5 years.

Teacher Prompt: 
the tableau Checklist (appendix a) can help students 
to create interesting and effective tableaux.

Debriefing Questions:
•	 what would it take to create these positive 

outcomes in “real life”?
•	 what stops people from intervening and creating 

positive change?
•	 what motivates people to make change?
•	 what can students do right now to contribute to the 

future of these sites?

culminating activity: planning change
Materials:
•	 action plan template (appendix b)
•	 writing utensils

Objective:
the process of completing a plan of action and reviewing this plan will empower students to work together to 
make positive changes in their world.  Students will recognize the steps needed to begin the process of change 
and, most importantly, will appreciate the efforts and actions necessary to see the process through.

Directions:
•	 as a class, have students choose one change that they would like to see in their school or community 

environment (they can refer to the previous activities for inspiration). 
•	 using the action plan template (appendix b), have students plan the steps toward making this change and 

ensuring that it is sustainable.
•	 before doing so, invite students to consider the definition of sustainable. 

adopt a...
This project works with any unit you’re 
teaching. Your class can adopt a rain-
forest, a whale, a block on your street or 
any other place where you want to make 
a difference.
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Jon Kaplan’s introDuction to stuDent reviewers
theatre is, for me, an art form that 
tells me something about myself or 
gets me thinking about the world in 
which i live.  

whether going to the theatre as 
a reviewer or simply an audience 
member, i think that watching a 
play is an emotional experience and 
not just an intellectual one. i always 
let a show wash over me, letting it 
touch my feelings, and only later, 
after the show, do i try to analyze 
those feelings.  

that’s when i start to think about 
some of the basic questions you ask 
when you’re writing a review – what 
did i see (story, characters, themes); 
how did i respond to what i saw; 
what parts of the production (script, 
performances, direction, design 

and possibly other elements) made 
me feel and think what i did; why 
was i supposed to respond in that 
fashion?

when you go to the theatre to re-
view, take a few notes during a show 
if you feel comfortable doing so, but 
don’t spend your time writing the 
review during the show; you’ll miss 
what’s happening onstage.

writing a review doesn’t mean pro-
viding a plot summary. that’s only 
part of the job; you have to discuss 
your reaction to what you saw and 
try to explore some of the reasons 
for that reaction.    

i don’t believe that there’s any such 
thing as a totally objective piece 
of criticism. we are all individu-

als, bringing our own backgrounds, 
experiences and beliefs to a produc-
tion. in some fashion, every one of 
us sitting in the theatre is a critic, 
no matter whether we’re writing a 
review or not; we all react to and 
form judgments about what we see 
on the stage.

when i go to a production, i always 
keep in mind that the people in-
volved in putting it on have worked 
long and hard – weeks, months, 
sometimes years – getting it onto 
the stage. even if i have problems 
with the result, it’s important to 
respect the efforts that went into 
the show.

Jon Kaplan is senior theatre writer 
at NOW Magazine, where he’s 
worked for the past 30 years.

RevieWing a Play

the positioning of the actors gives the audience a clear understanding 
of what is happening in the tableau.

the facial expressions illustrate the characters’ thoughts and emotions.

every part of the picture serves a purpose to the whole tableau. 
(teacher prompt: think good visual composition.)

the tableau, including the gaze of the characters, is completely frozen.

there are one or more distinct focal points in the tableau.

checKlist for effective taBleaux
aPPendix a

•	 discuss as a class what makes a practice sustainable and brainstorm necessary considerations in devising 
a sustainable action plan. think about issues, such as the depletion of or damage to natural resources, the 
financial costs of such a plan, the value of diversity, the implications of certain social issues, as well as the 
necessity of longevity.

Extension:
have students examine the “Cycle of Change” (appendix C). this cycle represents an individual’s journey 
toward making a change in his or her own life. invite students to think about the definition of lapse and discuss 
why there might be so many lapses indicated on the chart. why might “action” not be the final step in creating 
change?

Debriefing Questions:
•	 how can we keep each other motivated on our course of action?
•	 what might stand in our way?
•	 why might we need to alter or amend in our action plan?
•	 when should we review our plan and make appropriate amendments?
•	 how will we know if our action plan has resulted in a positive change?

YPT would love to receive copies of these completed plans to put on display here at our theatre!
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our youth action plan!
aPPendix b

OUR GOAL:

WHEN?

STEP 1:

WHEN?

WHAT WILL THIS LOOK LIKE?

STEP 2:

WHEN?

WHAT WILL THIS LOOK LIKE?

STEP 3:

WHEN?

WHAT WILL THIS LOOK LIKE?

STEP 4:

WHEN?

WHAT WILL THIS LOOK LIKE?
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aPPendix c
the cycle of change

retrieved from
http://localenterprise.wordpress.com/2008/06/25/cycle-of-change-prochaska-and-diclemente-and-enterprise/

6. relapse

4. action 3. preparation

1. pre-contemplation

2. contemplation5. maintenance

lapse

lapse

lapse

lapse
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ReSouRceS
water-saving tips for young people
•	 when brushing your teeth, rinse the brush in 

short bursts of water instead of leaving the water       
running. this can save a Lot of water. 

•	 even a little drip can waste lots of water. when 
you are finished using the sink be sure that you         
reaLLy turn off that tap. (this also helps you 
develop those muscles!) if the tap leaks, ask your 
mom or dad to replace the washer. (the washer 
is a little seal inside the tap that keeps it from       
leaking.) 

•	 when you take showers, make sure they are short 
ones (less than 8 minutes). taking a short shower 
can use less water than taking a bath. however, 
taking a shallow bath uses less water than taking a 
long shower.  

•	 next time you take a shower, time yourself and try 
leaving the plug in the drain and see just exactly 
how much water you are using. if the tub looks like 
it might overflow, that’s way too much!!!! 

•	 walk over to the toilet and listen to the tank. do 
you hear a hissing sound? if you do, you have a 
leaky valve that needs to be fixed! a leaky toilet 
can waste hundreds, even thousands of gallons of 
water.

•	 in the summer, instead of running the tap for a 
long time until the water gets cold enough to drink, 
keep a nice cold jug of water in the fridge. (ice 
cubes cool off a drink quickly too!) 

•	 while waiting for tap water to get hot, catch it in a 
jug or bucket to use for watering plants. 

•	 if you like to play in the sprinklers in the            
summertime, do it only when your parents are    
going to water the lawn anyway! better yet, fill up 
a wading pool to cool off instead and use the water 
on the garden or to wash the car afterwards. 

•	 it uses less water to wash the car with a bucket 
of soapy water than with the spray from a garden 
hose. Just use the hose for your final rinse. 

•	 to clean your driveway or walks, sweep them       
instead of spraying them down with a hose.
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internationally renowned for its artistry and innovation, red Sky is Canada’s leading company of contemporary 
world indigenous performance in dance, theatre and music. this award-winning toronto-based company 
was founded by artistic director Sandra Laronde in 2000. red Sky creates, produces and tours original 
work for family and adult audiences on stages across Canada and the world. Since its inception, red Sky has 
captured and ignited the imagination of close to 360,000 people from eight countries on four continents. 
red Sky highlights the originality, promise and potential of what is possible within indigenous contemporary 
performance. to date, we have collaborated with artists from indigenous cultures around the world, including 
mongolia, China, australia, new Zealand, and mexico. winner of a 2011 Smithsonian institute’s Expressive Arts 
Award, a 2010 Dora Mavor Moore Award, and two awards at the Canadian Aboriginal Music Awards, red 
Sky recently opened the 2011 National Aboriginal Achievement Awards which aired on Global TV and the 
Aboriginal People’s Television Network (APTN), reaching over 30,000 million viewers. red Sky’s worldwide 
success continues as the company recently returned from a tour to Beijing’s National Centre for the Performing 
Arts; Minzu University; State Theatre Opera and Ballet in ulaanbaatar, mongolia, and will continue to tour to 
michigan, minnesota, Kansas, texas, montana and washington State. 

reD sKy performance aDministrative team
artistic director 

managing director 
artistic associate and rehearsal director 

associate artist

associate artist 
executive assistant 

book-keeper

sandra laronde 
Jackie mcalpine 
carlos rivera 
Jacob pratt
meegwun fairbrother 
Deidre Budgell 
roger francis

Sandra Laronde
artistic director/co-choreographer/ creative direction 
Founder and artistic director of red Sky, Sandra Laronde is an award-winning director, 
producer, choreographer, performer and creative leader. Sandra’s vision for red Sky is 
to create a leading international company that shapes contemporary world indigenous 
performance, and to make a significant contribution to the artistic vibrancy of Canada 
and the world. Currently, she is also the director of aboriginal arts at the banff Centre, 
a globally respected arts and cultural institution. She divides her time between toronto, 
ontario and banff, alberta. Sandra is originally from the teme-augama-anishnaabe 

(people of the deep water) in temagami, northern ontario. in July 2011, Laronde was awarded the Smithsonian 
institute expressive arts award; and in June 2011, she was recognized for her high achievement with an 
honorary degree from trent university. She was also awarded the ontario Good Citizenship medal that pays 
special tribute to those whose lives exemplify excellence and achievement; and the paul d. Fleck Fellowship in 
the arts from the banff Centre. She was one of 225 Canadians chosen to participate in the Governor-General’s 
Canadian Leadership program, which celebrates promising leaders who are making a significant impact on 
Canada. in the same year, Laronde was also the recipient of toronto City Council’s aboriginal affairs award 
for her contribution towards improving the quality of life for the aboriginal community. Sandra has toured 
extensively with red Sky, and has performed in numerous projects with other companies throughout Canada, 
the united States, Cuba, mexico, europe, australia, China, and mongolia. Currently, Sandra is a member of the 
national executive Committee for the 2012 Governor-General’s Canadian Leadership Conference, and sits on 
the aboriginal advisory for the ontario College of art and design in toronto. 

McLean 
Foundation

Sandra Laronde, Artistic Director

about Red Sky PeRfoRmance
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